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Abstract

Complex microstructure evolution has been observed both bare and coated Ni-based single crystal
superalloys. Rafting and γ′ depletion are investigated in this study through a brief experimental
analysis and a detailed phase field model to account for mechanical-diffusion coupling. The pro-
posed model has been implemented in a finite element code. As a main result, it is shown that
rafting, γ′ depletion close to free surface/oxide layer or γ′ coalescence close to coating layer, and
mechanical behavior are strongly coupled. The local additional flux of Al explains this coupling
to a large extent. Finally, a discussion of strain localization and local flux of Al paves the way for
clarification of these cases that degrade the performance of superalloys.
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1. Introduction

Creep behavior in superalloys is a critical property that is influenced by factors such as tem-
perature range and stress level, and affects both microstructure evolution and final mechanical
properties [1]. For single crystal Ni-based superalloys, optimization relies on achieving optimal
volume fraction, shape and size of γ′ precipitates in a coherent γ matrix to enhance the precipitate
hardening mechanism [2, 3]. In high-temperature applications such as high-pressure turbine blades
and vanes, understanding the driving forces for microstructure evolution under severe conditions
is paramount [4].

First, the directional coarsening of γ′ precipitates, the so-called rafting behavior, consists in a
large modification of the initial morphology of γ′ precipitates from cuboidal to elongated or platelet
shapes. It has been observed to control the lifetime for the high temperature regime [4]. This
mechanism has been clearly detailed in the open literature for both experimental and modeling
aspects [5–8]. In summary, the authors emphasize from experiments that rafting is the result of
both diffusion aspects and the influence of the stress state in the γ channel associated with the
dislocation [9, 10]. For a negative misfit between γ′ and γ lattice parameters, the dislocations pile
up in the channel orthogonal to the applied tensile direction, inducing directional diffusion, and
oriented coalescence of γ′ precipitates [6, 11]. For such a negative misfit, it has been observed that
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tensile creep induces rafts orthogonal to the loading direction, N-orientation, whereas compressive
creep gives rise to rafts parallel to the loading direction, P-orientation [12].

For global optimization of component geometry, especially for hollow high-pressure turbine
blades, the thickness of the part could be limited to 0.5 mm or less. This can induce a limitation
of the lifetime of the component by the so-called thin-wall debit effect [13]. This effect is due to
the fact that the superalloy surface, when exposed to oxidation, is subject to a strong outward flux
of Al (and Cr) to form an oxide layer of Al2O3 (and Cr2O3). This causes a progressive dissolution
of the γ′ precipitates, resulting in a pure γ phase layer up to tens of microns thick. In this way, the
thinner the geometry, the greater the reduction in the γ− γ′ surface fraction for a given depletion
thickness. This point is reinforced for relatively low stress levels at high temperature: to observe an
effect, the time to Al/Cr diffusion should be long enough to influence the microstructure [14, 15].

In addition, to reach higher and higher temperatures, thermal barrier coating systems are
mandatory for many components [16]. Considering coated Ni-SX, it has been shown that thermal
cycling significantly modifies the microstructure evolution of the coating compared to the isother-
mal conditions often considered in creep loading. Thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) is also a key
parameter to be analyzed, the lifetime of which is governed by the loading parameters for both
bare and coated SX: maximum temperature, high temperature dwell time, and stress/strain level
[17–20]. TMF loading could also modify the evolution of the microstructure to a large extent [21].
In addition, coating reduces the thin-wall debit effect for creep loading by limiting the oxidation
rate and thus the dissolution of γ′ [15]. But coating can also drastically affect the lifetime [22] by
increasing the diffusion flux as a direct function of the respective compositions of the coating and
the substrate [23].

Regarding modeling aspects, for both rafting and thin-wall debit effect, on the one hand,
macroscopic approaches are based on empirical model of creep-damage-microstructure coupling.
Alternatively, the microstructure could be modeled to obtain explicit quantities at the cost of
reduced analysis volume. For thin-wall debit effect, most of the open literature proposes phe-
nomenological models, where the main assumption is based on the loss of a load-bearing section
[24, 25]: that is, the creep design considers a reduced section, taking into account the thickness of
depletion in γ′. These models may or may not account for the presence of coating [15].

However, the physics of microstructure evolution is of course more complex than stated in the
literature because of the coupling between rafting and depletion, i.e. there is no sharp interface
between a depleted zone and a theoretical ”perfect” cuboidal γ−γ′ superalloy, since diffusion plays
a key role in the γ′ dissolution process. This can be easily overcome with a macrososcopic model
integrating damage analysis (e.g. [7]). However, the strong coupling between diffusion, loading
parameters and microstructure evolution shows that the interaction prior to damage cannot be
neglected. For example, in the case of diffusion coating of SX superalloy, the evolution of coating
and IDZ is modified by mechanical parameters for a given thermal cycle [19].

To address these issues, most advanced models propose to use phase field analysis to account
for the coupling between diffusion and mechanical state. However, most people have integrated
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) models for the sake of efficiency (e.g., the work of Steinbach et
al. [26]), which makes the integration of boundary effects more difficult. To account for the
heterogeneity associated with γ′ depletion, a very interesting proposal has recently been made,
which first considers different microstructure and phase field analyses [27]. In this way, the authors
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demonstrate the influence of the initial γ− γ′ morphology on the stress state, but are limited to a
somewhat ”static” view of a dynamic process.

First, a brief introduction is given to the experimental evidence of complex coupling between
diffusion, phase transformation and mechanical coupling for both bare and coated SX superalloys.
Then, the aim of the study is to propose an original phase field model, implemented in an FE code,
accounting for the complex loading in the presence of diffusion flux, in order to describe the γ− γ′

microstructure evolution considering only the applied loading and flux boundary conditions in the
vicinity of coated or free surfaces.

2. Experimental results in TMF

2.1. Materials, specimens and loading
For the experimental aspects, the analysis is carried out on tests from the work of Pierre Sallot,

detailed in [19]. The substrate is a first generation SX Ni-based superalloy (AM1), the coating is
(Ni,Pt)Al obtained by electrodeposition of Pt and vapor phase diffusion of Al (details are given in
[19, 28] for the so-called aluminum phase vapor deposition Safran (APVS) process). To control the
TMF test, the samples consist of hollow specimens where the coated surface is the outer surface
and the inner surface is only machined [19]. Heating for the TMF test is achieved using a four-
lamp furnace equipped with forced air cooling. To control the temperature, for both heating and
cooling, by power delivered to the lamps and air flow respectively, a thermocouple is fixed within
the gauge length, controlling the temperature by a closed loop [29]. The temperature gradients,
both axial and radial, are less than 5 K [30]. Since the TMF test is stress controlled, only cell force
is used in this case.

The applied temperature consists of thermal cycling from 100 to 1100 ◦C with a dwell time
of 5 min at 1100 ◦C, cooling and heating being linear for 5 min each. TMF cycles were applied
using the same thermal cycles with stress dwell in tension or compression, called in-phase (IP) and
out-of-phase (OP) tests, respectively. We focus in this paper on a condition consisting of IP-TMF
for 30 MPa applied during the dwell at the maximum temperature of the test.

2.2. Microstructure evolution in presence of Al-rich coating and for bare surface
As an example, we detail the the IP-TMF test considered, after 2000 cycles (that are equivalent

to 166 h spent at 1100 ◦C): induced rumpling (surface roughness increase) together with the β to
γ′ phase transformation in the outer part of the coating are obvious, Figure 1(a). Looking at the
coating/substrate interface, the rafting is strongly modified by the presence of the coating: close
to the IDZ the rafts are more or less parallel to the stress direction (here vertical), P-type rafting,
whereas far from the IDZ the rafts are orthogonal to the stress direction, N-type rafting, see Figure
1(b). It is worth noting that this area also corresponds to the area of contrast inversion induced by
the Pt content, which is known to modify misfit and subsequently rafting behavior [1].

Of great interest is the evolution of the microstructure near the uncoated surface of the sample,
which is prone to oxidation, Figure 1(c). Since the oxide is mainly alumina, it can be assumed
that an outward flux of Al is promoted at this location (inner surface of the hollow specimen). The
observation of the microstructure is obvious: the depletion of Al leads to the ovalization of the
γ′ precipitates, the increase of the γ channel width and the final dissolution of the γ′ precipitates.
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In addition, rafting occurs in competition with the dissolution of γ′ precipitates. Compared to the
mid-thickness of the substrate, Figure 1(a), where N-type rafts are observed, the influence of the
outward flux of Al is evident, Figure 1(c).

This point raises the question of how diffusion flux and rafting, which are a priori driven by
lattice strain mismatch and creep state, are coupled.

Figure 1: Cross-section parallel to the loading direction observed in BSE mode, for IP-TMF test (30 MPa at 1100 ◦C
for 5 min) corresponding to 2000 cycles (a) global view through the thickness of the specimen (b) detail close to the
IDZ (c) detail close to the bare surface

3. Fully coupled model based on phase-field

3.1. Basis of the model
To model the evolution of the γ− γ′ morphology under TMF loading conditions, a phase field

model developed by Cottura et al. [31] is applied, so as to describe strong diffusion-mechanical
coupling.

First, the problem should define the evolution of the concentration of species in the system,
which is here limited to the Al content and will be denoted by c, i.e. the model will describe the
binary Ni-Al but for only one diffusion coefficient [31]. Second, the phase field will describe either
γ or γ′ phases, allowing for four different variants of γ′ phases. Three non-conservative associated
order parameters are used to describe the four variants of the γ′ phase and are denoted by φi (i=1
to 3), see table 1 for details of triplets and variants. The main modification of the model is the use
of the finite element formulation instead of the FFT. This allows the model to easily account for
boundary effect, which is mandatory to consider the above cases of oxidation and/or coating.

The proposed model is based on anisotropic elasticity for both the γ and γ′ phases. The γ′ phase
is described by linear elasticity, while the γ phase is modeled by nonlinear kinematic hardening,
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Table 1: Order parameters triplets and associated γ or γ′ phases, and variants
Phase Variant φ1 φ2 φ3

γ - 0 0 0

γ
′

1 1 1 1
2 -1 -1 1
3 1 -1 -1
4 -1 1 -1

which will be detailed in the sequel. Thus, both elastic strain tensor and internal variables are
introduced.

On this basis, the global model is described by the following set of variables:

• Al concentration c,

• Order parameters φi and their gradients ∇φi (i = 1,2 and 3),

• Elastic strain tensor ε∼
e,

• Internal variables Vk associated with strain hardening (Vk =
(
α∼ , p

)
for kinematic and isotropic

strain hardening, respectively).

Finally, the phase field model is described by its mesoscopic energy, given by

F = F(c,φi,∇φi,ε∼
e,α∼ , p) =

∫
V

f (c,φi,∇φi,ε∼
e,α∼ , p)dv

=
∫

V

[
fchem(c,φi)+ fmech(c,φi,ε∼

e,α∼ , p)+
β

2

3

∑
i=1

| ∇φi |2
]

dv

where the chemical energy Fchem depends on the Al concentration c and the order parameter φi,
the mechanical energy Fmech depends on c, φi but also on the elasticity and the hardening behav-
ior described by ε∼

e, α∼ and p. From this free energy, the state laws for concentration and order
parameters are derived.

It is also worth noting that strain compatibility allows to consider an eigenstrain tensor associ-
ated with the phase transformation from γ to γ’, namely ε∼

∗:

ε∼ = ε∼
e + ε∼

vp + ε∼
∗(c) (1)

The phase transformation tensor is described as:

ε∼
∗(c) = ε

T (c− ceq
γ )1∼ (2)

where εT = δ

ceq
γ′ −ceq

γ

is the strain induced by the lattice mismatch δ = 2
a

γ′−aγ

a
γ′+aγ

, where ceq
γ and ceq

γ′ are

the Al concentrations in the γ and γ′ phases, respectively.
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3.2. Chemical Free Energy
Following [31], the chemical free energy is described as:

Fchem(c,φi) =
∫

V
fchem(c,φi)dV

=
∫

V
∆ f
[1

2
(
c− cγ

)2
+

B
6
(c2 − c)

3

∑
i=1

φ
2
i −

C
3

φ1φ2φ3 +
D
12

3

∑
i=1

φ
4
i

]
dv (3)

with: 
B = 2

(
cγ′− cγ

)
C = 6

(
cγ′− cγ

)(
c2 − cγ

)
D = 2

(
cγ′− cγ

)(
cγ′+2c2 −3cγ

) (4)

The free energy fγ (or fγ′) of the γ (or γ’) phase is given as a function of Al concentration by
equation (3), for which the order parameters are set to their equilibrium values for the γ (or γ’)
phase, Figure 2.

Figure 2: Free energy value for γ and γ′ state highlighting the case of the variant of γ′ corresponds to φ1 = φ2 = φ3 = 1

3.3. Mechanical Free Energy

The second contribution to the free energy density is due to mechanical effects. Assuming that
elastic behaviour and hardening are uncoupled, the mechanical free energy Fmech is decomposed
into a coherent elastic energy density Fel(c,ε∼

e) and a viscoplastic part Fvp(φi,α∼ , p) as:
6



Fmech(c,φi,ε∼
e,α∼ , p) = Fe(c,ε∼

e)+Fvp(φi,α∼ , p) (5)

The elastic part Fe is given by the relation (6) :

Fe(c,ε∼
e) =

1
2

∫
V

ε∼
e : λ∼∼

(c) : ε∼
edV (6)

The elasticity tensor λ∼∼
is interpolated by the function h(c) :

λ∼∼
= h(c)λ∼∼

γ′ +[1−h(c)]λ∼∼
γ (7)

where the interpolation function h is described by the following expression:

h(c) =
c− cγ

cγ′ − cγ

(8)

The tensors of elasticity of the cubic materials used for the two γ and γ’ phases have the
following form:

λi jkl =


C11 C12 C12 0 0 0

C11 C12 0 0 0
C11 0 0 0

C44 0 0
Sym C44 0

C44

 (9)

where Sym indicates the symmetry used for the elastic tensor.
The viscoplastic part Fvp is interpolated at the interface between the γ and γ′ phases by the

interpolation function hmech. It is described by the following equations:

Fvp(φi,α∼ , p) = hmech(φi)Fvp(α∼ , p)(γ
′)

+(1−hmech(φi))Fvp(α∼ , p)(γ) (10)

with Fvp(α∼
, p)(k) =

∫
V

[
1
3

C(k)
α
∼

: α
∼
+

1
2

H(k)p2
]

dV (11)

where k = (γ,γ′), and

hmech(φi) =
1
2
+

1
2

tanh

[
θ

(
1
3

3

∑
i=1

φ
2
i −

1
2

)]
(12)

where θ = 100.
A simple quadratic form of all internal state variables p and α

∼
is assumed for the hardening

contribution.
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Once the free energy density are defined, the Cauchy stress tensor and the thermodynamic
driving forces X∼ and R associated respectively with the internal kinematic and isotropic hardening
variables α∼ and p, are

σ∼ =
∂ fe

∂ε∼
e = λ∼∼

(c) : ε∼
e

X∼ =
∂ fvp

∂α∼

= hmech(φi)
2
3

C(γ′)
α∼ +(1−hmech(φi))

2
3

C(γ)
α∼

R =
∂ fvp

∂p
= hmech(φi)

2
3

H(γ′)p+(1−hmech(φi))
2
3

H(γ)p

In order to describe the irreversible part of the mechanical behaviour and to define the comple-
mentary laws related to the dissipative process, a convex dissipation potential is postulated, which
depends on stress tensor σ∼ and the thermodynamic forces X∼ and R.

The complementary evolution laws of the internal variables are derived from the dissipation
potential as:

ṗ =

〈
J2(σ∼ −X∼ )−R0 −R

K

〉N

=

√
2
3

ε̇∼
p : ε̇∼

p

α̇∼ = ε̇∼
p −Dα∼ ṗ

ε̇∼
p =

3
2

ṗ
σ∼

′ −X∼
′

J2
(
σ∼

′ −X∼
′)

In the present work, a von Mises criterion is adopted:

J2(σ∼) =

√
3
2

ṗ
(
σ∼

′ : σ∼
′) (13)

with σ∼
′
= σ∼ −

1
3tr(σ∼) : 1∼ deviatoric term of σ∼, where R0 is the initial yield strength. This is a sim-

plification compared to crystal plasticity modeling of single crystal superalloys. This simplifying
assumption was also adopted in [31]. In contrast, crystal plasticity was used in [32].

3.4. Evolution equations
The evolution of the conservative concentration field is described by the diffusion equation:

ċ =−∇.J =−∇.(−L∇µ)

= L∆

(
∂ fchem

∂c
(c,φi) +

∂ fmech

∂c
(c,φi,ε∼

e,α∼ , p)
)

(14)

where J is the diffusion flux, L is the Onsager coefficient, which is related to the diffusion coeffi-
cient D by:

L = D
(

∂2 fchem

∂c2

)−1

and D = D0 exp
[
−∆U
kβT

]
(15)
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For a given temperature, these quantities are constant. The evolution of the non-conservative
field of order parameters is modeled by the Allen-Cahn equation, with M a constant kinetic coef-
ficient related to interfacial mobility:

φ̇i =−M
(

∂ fchem

∂c
(c,φi)+

∂ fmech

∂c
(c,φi,ε∼

e,α∼ , p)−β∆φi

)
(16)

with (i = 1,2,3).
During diffusive phase transformations, as in the case of Ni-based superalloys, the elastic en-

ergy equilibrates much faster than the characteristic diffusion time. Therefore, when studying mi-
crostructural evolution, it is possible to assume that mechanical equilibrium is always maintained.
In the case of microstructural evolution under applied load, we have :

div(σ∼)+ f = div
(

∂ fmech

∂ε∼
e (c,φi,ε∼

e,α∼ , p)
)
+ f = 0 (17)

in the volume V, and
t = σ∼.n at the surface ∂V (18)

volume forces f are not considered in the following.

4. Application to a diffusion problem with or without applied stress

4.1. Model and boundary conditions
We apply the above phase field model to a simple geometry representative of a γ − γ′ mi-

crostructure: The modeled microstructure consists of a 4x7 γ′ precipitates with an initial square
shape, Figure 3(a). Each variant is described by a specific color, with the blue color corresponding
to the γ matrix. The edge of the γ′ precipitates is set to 420 nm, for a channel width of 80 nm. The
total size of the model is 2x3.5 µm2. Using a 2.5D plane strain assumption, this model induces
400,000 degrees of freedom. Experimental results show that there is a strong interaction between
the γ− γ′ microstructure and the diffusion fluxes. Based on the above model, we consider only
the Al flux in the following. This Al flux could be either inward or outward to model the case
of an Al-rich coating (similar to the example shown in Figure 1(b)) and a free surface exposed
to oxidation (Figure 1(c)), respectively. For simplicity, the Al flux is considered constant in this
analysis. The boundary conditions are as shown in figure 3(b):

• periodic conditions at edges normal to x for both Al flux and displacement, together with
applied force conditions (see orange arrows in figure 3(b));

• a zero net flux at the edge normal to y (here at the bottom of figure 3(a)), with a zero
displacement in direction y for the same boundary;

• an outward flux of Al at the opposite edge normal to y (see ”J” black arrows in figure 3(b)),
here set to a constant value J0=5.10−6 mm−2h−1.

Prior to applying the TMF loading conditions, an isothermal dwell of 1 hour at 950 ◦C is applied
to mimic the high temperature heat treatment typical of this type of SX superalloy.
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Figure 3: (a) initial γ− γ′ microstructure, each variant being associated to a color (see colorbar and Table 1) (b)
mechanical and chemical boundary conditions for the coupled problem

The proposed analysis is based on the isothermal evolution of a typical γ− γ′ superalloy. This
assumption is made for simplicity, particularly in the absence of data to mimic the role of low-
temperature plasticity on diffusion. The proposed analysis will then consider only the diffusion-
mechanical coupling for different fluxes of Al and different creep loads. To gain understanding
in the context of the TMF loading described above, two different scenarios of diffusion with or
without creep loading will be detailed: the outward flux of Al, modeling the oxidation condition
on the free (inner) surface of the specimen, and the inward flux of Al, modeling the Al-rich coating
condition.

Considering the mechanical behavior of the γ− γ′ superalloy, the values correspond to the
nickel-based single crystal superalloy AM1 according to [31], see table 2.

Table 2: Coefficients for mechanical behavior, H=0 for both phases, assuming constant isotropic hardening and non-
linear kinematic hardening

Phases C11(GPa) C12(GPa) C44(GPa) C(GPa) D n K(MPa.s1/n) R0(MPa)
γ 197 144 90 150 1900 5 150 86
γ
′

193 131 97 150 1900 5 150 105

Setting H=0 for both phases assumes constant isotropic hardening and nonlinear kinematic
hardening. The constitutive equations are the same for both phases, but a very high yield stress R0
is set for γ′ so that its response remains purely elastic in the simulations.
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4.2. Oxidation analyzed through outward flux of Al
To model a case similar to pure oxidation of a free surface, a constant outward flux of Al is

prescribed, Figure 4(a). Here, the model is simplified for reasons of computational time by using
only elasticity for coupling (i.e. viscoplasticity is not considered yet and a very high yield stress
R0 is set also for γ phase).

Similar to experimental results, γ′ precipitates dissolve progressively, Figure 4(b): the mor-
phology of the γ′ phases becomes more or less circular, and γ′ precipitates dissolve into the γ

matrix, with an obvious dissolution gradient. Depending on the prescribed γ′ variant, coalescence
of γ′ precipitates before dissolution is not observed, Figure 4(b). These observations are consistent
with the experiment when the side of the sample directly exposed to oxidation is considered, Fig-
ure 1(c). It is worth noting that the gradients of Al concentration seem to be confined to the γ− γ′

interfaces.

Figure 4: Al concentration for |J| = J0 without applied stress (a) for outward Al flux and (b) for inward Al flux (for
9.8 h of diffusion)

4.3. Diffusion coating analyzed through inward flux of Al
To model a case similar to a rich Al coating, a constant inward flux of Al is prescribed in Figure

3(b), for J oriented toward negative y values. Again, only elasticity is considered for this case.
Here a coalescence of γ′ is obviously obtained, Figure 4(b). This observation is consistent with

the experiment considering the vicinity of the IDZ, Figure 1(b). For the same diffusion time (here
9.8 h), this inward flux seems to have a more drastic effect on the microstructure than the outward
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flux of Al, compare figures 4(a) and (b). Moreover, within the dense γ′ region (upper part of figure
4(b)), the gradients of Al are evident, with local interactions with the variant of γ′ and a very small
channel of γ remaining between the almost coalesced γ′ phases.

4.4. Creep and outward Al flux

Figure 5: Al concentration for outward Al flux J = J0, (a) for tensile creep and (b) for compressive creep (for 9.8 h of
diffusion)

To get a clearer view of the chemical/mechanical coupling at work in γ− γ′ superalloys, the
addition of stress at high temperature is required. The focus is on the analysis of the outward flux
of Al to mimic the oxidation of a superalloy. In this case, we consider the full model, taking into
account the elasto-viscoplasticity in the γ phase.

As a first analysis, we describe a creep stress value set to 240 MPa and an Al flux J = J0 for
both tension and compression, Figure 3(b), for J oriented toward positive y values.

For a tensile creep stress, N-type rafts are obtained along with the dissolution of γ′, Figure
5(a). It is noteworthy that in this case a strong gradient of Al concentration is obtained both in
the γ matrix and within the γ′ precipitates. Moreover, the morphology of the precipitates is very
different compared to the case where only diffusion has been considered, compare figures 4(a)
with 5(a): the application of a stress at high temperature induces a more elongated structure of the
precipitates before their coalescence, a strong boundary effect is observed for precipitates before
their dissolution (precipitates closer to the boundary normal to y at the top of the model). The
variants of γ′ precipitates affect their dissolution in such a way that there is a scattering in the four
rows of precipitates modeled here. Also, the rafts appear to ”oscillate” slightly, in the sense that
they are not perfectly straight-sided and display a wavy microstructure. This last point is consistent
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with most experimental observations of rafting and is more pronounced at longer exposure times,
Figure 6(a).

For compressive creep, P-type rafts are obtained along with the dissolution of γ′, Figure 5(b).
Compressive stress leads to a more pronounced dissolution of γ′ than tensile stress for the same
diffusion creep time. In addition, the morphology of the precipitates is more ”rounded” in com-
pression than in tension, although wavy rafts are also observed in compression.

These large changes in the morphology of the precipitates depending on the sign of the applied
stress require further analysis of the coupling and will be discussed in the sequel.

Figure 6: Outward Al flux and tensile creep (a) Al concentration and (b) cumulated plastic strain (for 13 h of diffusion)

5. Discussion

5.1. Localization Aspects of Strain and Diffusion
Together with the Al concentration, the proposed model allows the analysis of mechanical

quantities. For longer exposure times to diffusion and creep, both the composition in Al and the
associated cumulative plastic strain field are plotted respectively in Figures 6(a) and (b). Consid-
ering the composition, this snapshot again shows gradients of rather low amplitude (long range of
Al concentration variation) in the γ matrix and higher amplitude (shorter range of Al concentration
variation) in the γ′ precipitates, Figure 6(a). Since we are considering cumulated plasticity here,
the map corresponds to a transformation history, Figure 6(b): previous locations of γ′ precipitates
are evidenced by the strain localization in the matrix around these γ′ precipitates before their dis-
solution. In addition, the narrow morphology of the precipitates induces local strain maxima, e.g.
for the first and third rows of precipitates from the left.

To get a clearer view of these aspects, we plot the profiles along continuous and dashed lines
corresponding to the center of the precipitate row and the γ matrix in the center of two rows,
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respectively, see Figure 6. The corresponding values for different times of exposure to creep and
diffusion are shown in Figures 7 and 8.

The concentration within the precipitates is initially assumed to be homogeneous, but a gradi-
ent is observed before and after the precipitates dissolve, Figure 7(a). Moreover, within precipi-
tates, a edge effect is observed on the opposite side of the prescribed flux, where a local enrichment
in Al is systematically obtained. On the other hand, after dissolution of the precipitates, despite
local variations of the concentration (local minima at the initial γ channel position), the gradient
is global and seems to be prescribed only by the outward Al flux. Interestingly, local maxima
of Al content in precipitates correspond to adjacent local maxima of strain in the γ channel, and
local maxima of plasticity correspond strictly to the location of minima of Al content, Figure 7(b).
Looking at the initial γ channel, the gradient driven by the outward Al flux is again evident, in
addition to the local oscillations observed in the Al content at a lower range of composition, Fig-
ure 8(a). The associated plasticity is as follows: maxima of Al content correspond to minima of
plasticity and vice versa, minima of Al content correspond to maxima of plasticity, Figure 8(b).

It should be noted that initially, in the presence of γ′ precipitates, no plasticity can occur due
to the assumption of elastic behavior of the precipitates. In short, the above detailed analysis of
the gradients shows that the plastic strain localization largely controls the local Al flux. This point
explains the correlation between the narrow shape of the precipitates in the presence of strain
localization observed for figure 6.

5.2. Global Behavior
In order to clarify the mechanical/diffusion coupling at the length scale of the chosen model

(i.e. the geometry of 7x4 precipitates), we analyze here the sensitivity of γ′ dissolution to outward
flux intensity and applied stress level, Figure 9. This figure is obtained by measuring the size of
the γ channel extension corresponding to the set of γ′ precipitates with the highest dissolution rate
function of the initial variant of γ′ (denoted by the continuous line in Figure 6). The outward flux
is set to the value J0, varying only the applied stress level and sign.

First, the dissolution rate is greatly increased by compressive creep compared to tensile creep,
see Figure 9.

In contrast, for positive applied stress and rafts orthogonal to the boundary of outward Al flux,
the stress and strain localization actions are more mitigated by the way an intermediate stress level
could decrease the dissolution rate: the depletion rate is lower for 120 MPa applied in tension,
than for no applied stress, see green and orange curves respectively in Figure 9, and for maximum
applied stress, the dissolution is less prononced than for other conditions after 10 h even though
the dissolution rate seems to accelerate for longer exposure time, see red curve in Figure 9.

The consequence of these microstructural evolutions is the ability of the material to resist
creep. Therefore, the average plastic strain in the whole model has been plotted as a function of
time varying stress level and outward flux of Al, Figure 10. While the differences in terms of
γ′ depletion were rather small, it is apparent that the variation of the positive stress level has a
drastic effect for a given outward flux of Al, compare the green and red curves corresponding to
σ = 120 and 240 MPa respectively for J = J0. In addition, by setting the applied stress level to
σ=240 MPa, but varying the outward flux of Al from J0/2 to 2× J0, the effective creep rate was
also drastically increased. The case of compression, despite the higher dissolution rate of γ′, leads
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to initially lower plasticity, see blue curves in Figures 9 and 10, respectively (the maximum time
for this case was more limited than for other cases due to the drastic decrease in the computational
time increment).

This analysis sheds a light on the strong coupling between diffusion and mechanical cou-
pling: on the one hand, the mechanical behavior is strongly modified by slight variations of the
microstructure, and on the other hand, these curves exhibit pseudo-tertiary creep without any in-
gredient of damage modeling. This last point proves that standard approaches with uncoupled
model or weak coupling between microstructure evolution and mechanical properties could inte-
grate in their identification procedures a strong coupling through phase field analysis as developed
in the proposed study.

Finally, the issue of damage and microstructure on effective mechanical properties should be
carefully analyzed by in-depth comparison with experimental results, both in terms of the size of
the phase field model, which should definitely be increased to gain in validity range of the analysis,
and in terms of more realistic loading in terms of applied stress levels up to anisothermal loading
conditions.

6. Conclusion

This study summarizes several aspects of mechanical-diffusion coupling in the context of
coated superalloys. Experiments highlight the drastic effect of diffusion on rafting, with em-
phasis on the role of both the coated and free surfaces. Surprisingly, the competition of rafting
with the applied stress level may, to some extent, be of less influence than this diffusional effect.
In a nutschell, this study aims to precise the strong stress to diffusion coupling, through experi-
mental and numerical sensitivity analysis using the powerful tool offered by the phase field finite
element model implementation to account for complex boundary conditions. As an important re-
sult, it should be noted that local plasticity governs the local Al flux as a direct consequence of the
coupling between diffusion and mechanical state: strain localization acts as a new flux of Al and
flux of Al drives the plasticity. The sensitivity analysis shows that even small differences in the
microstructure can drastically affect the global mechanical behavior in terms of creep resistance.
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(a) Al concentration

(b) Cumulated plastic strain
Figure 7: Outward Al flux and tensile creep; Evolution with time along the line crossing the initial precipitates
(continuous line in Figure 6)
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(a) Al concentration

(b) Cumulated plastic strain
Figure 8: Outward Al flux and tensile creep; Evolution with time along the line between precipitates, corresponding
to the initial γ matrix(dashed line in Figure 6) 19



Figure 9: Thickness of the depleted zone in γ′ precipitates considering the first row of initial precipitates, for various
stress condition and same outward AL flux set to J=J0
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Figure 10: Cumulated plastic strain for various stress and level of outward Al flux
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